Short-term fluctuations in sinus cycle length after premature ventricular beats in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and myocardial infarction.
Sinus cycle length has been reported to fluctuate after a ventricular premature beat (VPB). The purpose of this study was to assess the short-term fluctuations of sinus cycle length in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) and prior myocardial infarction (MI). The relative deviation of RR intervals from the mean of the last two RR intervals preceding a VPB were calculated during the 20 subsequent beats following the VPB from Holter recordings in 92 patients with non-obstructive HCM, 57 patients with prior MI and 54 healthy controls. In controls, the deviations of the RR intervals were negative for several beats after a VPB and subsequently changed to positive before returning to the baseline. Similar changes in RR intervals following a VPB were exhibited in HCM patients; however, the late positive deviations of RR intervals were more marked than in controls. By contrast, in patients with prior MI, the early negative deviations of RR intervals were smaller compared with controls, and the deviations returned to the baseline without incidence of the positive changes. Short-term fluctuations in sinus cycle length after a VPB differed exclusively among HCM patients, prior MI patients, and healthy controls.